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Swarm data help estimate the impact of 
space weather 
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20 October 2022 
 

Energy from space weather mostly deposits itself 
as heat in the upper atmosphere, posing risks to 
satellites orbiting in the same altitude. 

Recent research drawing on nearly seven years of 
high-resolution Swarm data, shows that the 
average space weather input is often 
underestimated. 

 

LATEST DATA NEWS 

Studying forest biomass from space 
25 October 2022 
 

Watch a video in which forestry expert Maurizio 
Santoro, senior researcher at Gamma Remote 
Sensing, explains how the use of various data, 
whether in synergy or in comparison, can bring a 
great contribution/benefit to the field of mapping 
biomass and measuring this Essential Climate 
Variable. 
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New Drift4SKIM campaign dataset released 
19 October 2022 
 

A new dataset has been released for the Drift4SKIM campaign, 
which took place in 2018 in the Atlantic Ocean. 
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23/05/2022 
Living Planet Symposium 
Registration is now open 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

ESA’s wind mission could help to 
forecast tropical storms 
 
27 October 2022 
 
Global wind profiles delivered by Aeolus have great 
potential to improve the projections of a long-
established hurricane forecasting system developed 
in the US, according to science published in a 
leading meteorological journal. 

The assimilation of Aeolus observations into the 
model was shown to be very effective in regions not 
covered by targeted reconnaissance aircraft that are 
dispatched to gather wind data for selected storms. 

 

 

The study represents another exciting result 
for Aeolus, a mission that has continued to outstrip 
its original objectives since its launch in 2018. 

Several damaging storms over the past weeks 
have served as a reminder of the destructive 
nature of tropical cyclones. 

These include Hurricane Ian – which made landfall 
in Florida – and Hurricane Orlene, which hit 
Mexico’s Pacific coast. Another cyclone – called 
Typhoon Noru – caused extensive damage in the 
Philippines. 

Given the threat these storms pose to people’s 
lives and vital infrastructure, the improvement of 
forecasting systems is an important focus of 
research. 

19/06/2023 
11th International Workshop on 
PolInSAR and Biomass  
Abstract submission opens in November  
 

12/12/2022 
AGU Fall meeting  
Registration closes on 3 November  
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The European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellites were ESA’s first dedicated Earth observation 
missions. Launched in 1991 and 1995, respectively, each satellite exceeded its expected design 
lifetime, operating until 2000 and 2011. This offers a wealth of data for long-term studies.  
 
Data are available from the suite of instruments the ERS satellites carried, offering data for use 
in a wide range of applications in monitoring Earth’s land, oceans, and atmosphere, and more 
specifically sea ice, geology, forestry, wave phenomena bathymetry, meteorological events and 
many other fields. 
 
The data from these pioneering missions are freely available to download. Most of the 
collections are openly accessible to anyone with an active account in ESA’s EO Sign In System. 
Some collections require user authentication or a request to evaluate availability of the data to 
grant access.    

Browse the ERS collections 
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How to access ERS data 

Final ERS-2 image, over Rome on 4 July 2011 - Copyright: ESA 
 

 
 

  

Studying forest biomass from space 
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